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ote:  Approximately the first ten minutes of this tape 
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e: (Barney Mazzumi(?) interprets for Joe Naedzo who speaks 
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         (N
         consists of the awards presentation for the Territorial In
         Princess Pageant.  There is no material of any value in this 
         segment, which precedes the principal interview) 
          
         Jo
         throughout the interview in a native language)  We signed our 
         name, the people who were at the original signing of the 
         treaty.  There are seventeen of them here tonight.  Each o
         them have told their story of what happened the day the treat
         was signed.  They have told their story and have asked me to 



         speak on their behalf.  That's why I am going to speak tonight. 

w long ago, 1921, treaty was signed.  Here at Fort Franklin 
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t the treaty commissioner, through an interpreter, told us 
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very clear to the Indian people.  And the 
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         No
         there are people still living who were at the original signing 
         of the treaty.  There are seventeen of them here tonight.  Now, 
         when the white man came to Fort Norman and talked about treaty, 
         the Indian people refused to talk about the treaty.  Because of 
         stories coming from the south saying that the Indian people who 
         had signed treaties were not doing very well.  So because of 
         this the people around here decided not to accept treaty money
         If we accepted that money, we would no longer have a say about 
         the land that we live on.  They are going to put us on plots of 
         land.  So this land on which we Indians proudly and gratefully 
         live will no longer be ours.  And even if we are to die on this 
         land, we will not accept treaty money.  And if we take treaty 
         money, then how we live and trap and everything else we depend 
         on to live will be limited and rationed to us.  We will be told 
         what to kill and what not to kill.  So our lives will not be 
         ours, therefore we will not accept treaty money.  This thing 
         his people said.   
          
         Bu
         this was never going to be.  "As long as you live this kind of 
         life, you Indian people will encounter hardships.  To overcome 
         this, a treaty has to be signed.  And treaty money will be 
         given to you from this day on."  So said the treaty commis- 
         sioner.  But the Indian people, being a little suspicious, 
         still refused to sign the treaty.  So for three days they he
         a meeting and discussed a treaty.  And in the end, the Indian 
         people still refused.  So they said, "We are not going to talk 
         about the land, we are not going to put you on plots of land."  
         They told us, "We are not going to change your way of life.  We 
         will have no say in how you trap and hunt.  This treaty is the 
         good intentions of the government and they will help you.  So 
         the treaty has to be signed.  And all these things that you 
         talk about, if the sun reverses and the Mackenzie River flows
         back, then and only then, we will talk about this land.  As 

          long as you are alive and live the way you do, and as long as
         this earth is here, we will never talk to you about this land. 
         And the way you live, hunt and trap will never be questioned or 
         talked about as long as you live."  And they told us, "We will 
         never change this."   
          

t still nothing was          Bu
         Bishop was there too.  And he also urged the people.  He said, 
         "He's telling the truth.  The treaty commissioner is telling 

t         the truth.  They're telling you all this because the governmen
         wants to help you.  Your land will not be questioned.  Your 
         hunting and trapping will not be questioned.  He's telling yo
         the truth."  This is what the Bishop said.  And because he was 
         the Bishop and because he taught the word of God and was a man 
         of God, he couldn't lie to us.  The white man was known to have 
         lied to us and cheated us and we still had our suspicions and 
         still didn't believe his intentions.  But the Bishop, who is 
         supposed to be a man of God and teach the word of God, it's a 
         sin to tell a lie.  This is what the Bishop has taught us.  And
         because he was a Bishop, he couldn't tell a lie.  And we 



         thought he was telling the truth and finally they won us over. 

 now the treaty commissioner made a document, an agreement, 
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l these things we were told when treaty was signed.  They 
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         So
         "As long as you live, this land will never be talked about.  
         Your hunting and trapping will never be questioned."  He made 
         two copies, one for Fort Norman chief who was there at the 
         time.  One he kept saying that once he got back to Ottawa, h
         will put it there and it will be there until the end of time.  
         And finally the people decided to accept the treaty money and 
         sign the treaty.  The chief put his mark on the paper and the 
         treaty was signed.  Because of the Bishop who interceded on our 
         behalf and because we trusted him, we accepted the treaty.  In 
         1921 treaty was signed and this we did in good faith and 
         trusting the government.   
          
         Al
         have given us something like a law when they said, "As long as 
         the sun does not reverse and the Mackenzie River flows one way, 
         we will live as we have been."  These two things we've watched, 
         the sun and the river, and as long as each are in their natural 
         way, we thought they will never question us about the land that 
         we lived on.  And that our hunting and trapping will never be 
         questioned and we will never be put on plots of land.  And all 
         these we thought true.  And we signed this treaty in good 
         faith, believing that all agreements would be lived up to. 
         we also believed that until the end of time, we will never be 
         questioned about anything.  They've given us an agreement until
         the end of time and our part we have kept.  Did I speak the 

          truth for you and do you all think that way?  (Agreement)  If
         so, thank you. 
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